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Abstract. Scanning the internal and external environment of an organisation to trace cur-
rent and emerging topics of discourse, is an important task for knowledge management.
Results of this scanning process can be used to anticipate on new developments and for de-
tecting possible knowledge bottlenecks. This paper addresses the unobtrusive identification
of conceptual structures exchanged and possibly shared in weblogs as a case to explore the
opportunities for automated support for this scanning process. The research is also moti-
vated by the observation that many domains defy formal conceptualisation in the sense that
professionals, in particular knowledge workers, differ on the meaning of the concepts and
terminology and the relations between them. In such domains, we use knowledge manage-
ment itself as an example, detailed formalisation is pointless and the best we can aim for is
finding out whether professionals agree and share, or disagree.
Informally, we define aknowledge flowto be the communication of some knowledge (rep-
resented as a natural language post on a weblog in our case) to a receiver (a reader of the
post in question) when the receiver acknowledges the flow by referring back to the sender
in a separate post. The research challenges we pursue are to determine what knowledge is
being exchanged and to what degree the participants in the communication share conceptu-
alisations.
We have implemented the identification of knowledge flows in a tool called BlogTrace.
BlogTrace uses semantic web technology to represent weblogs and linkage structures, term
extraction to determine concepts in natural language posts, and a statistically founded al-
gorithm which computes a relevance metric for the concepts extracted and their relation to
other concepts for any particular weblog author.
Based on several assumptions, software was written that had to answer knowledge manage-
ment relevant questions concerning the frequency, intensity and topics of knowledge flows
in a community of bloggers, which act like members of an actual organisation. The software
was tested on a set of questions and the results show that this software provides to a large
extent the answers.

1 Introduction

Professional knowledge workers, for example in the areas of law, journalism, computing
and knowledge management, are increasingly using weblogs (blogs for short) to ex-
change and share information in their area of expertise. Blogs provide a low cost, easy to
use, and more or less informal webpublishing platform. Although blogs are often viewed
as “personal journals”, and have been compared to diaries, knowledge workers succeed
in using them as an effective tool to createspontaneousvirtual communities in which
observations are passed on, questions are answered and issues discussed.

A weblog can be viewed as a collection of posts. Each post has a precise hyperlink
on the web called the permalink, a title, and a date published. The permalink, which is a



simple URL, makes it possible for other bloggers to link to a post and thereby comment
or reflect. Posts are generally self contained and permalinks, technically and socially, are
essential to keep the blogosphere stable.

One of our research interests is in conceptualisations and more specifically: can we
derive conceptualisations from (large) bodies of natural language text? Weblogs provide
an ideal data source for doing this kind of research. Because of the nature of blogs
we know they are written by a single person, which provides an opportunity to de-
rive personal conceptualisations. By comparing conceptualisations of different bloggers
we can obtain a metric of overlap and, implicitly, difference. From a broader, appli-
cation oriented, perspective the ability to derive and compare conceptualisations from
(semi)public sources in an unobtrusive way, can be very useful for organisations that
have to scan the internal and external environment for tracing and detecting current and
emerging topics of discourse. In an actual organisation the involvement of individuals
in this discourse can be of help for knowledge management to stay informed about the
waxing and waning of topics of interest that arouse the attention of its knowledge work-
ers.

In this paper, we propose the idea of aknowledge flow. In the context of weblogs a
knowledge flow could take place when a post of one blogger links back to a post of an-
other blogger. Such a link could, of course, be accidental or trivial (“Have a look at ...”).
It could also be the instance of a genuine exchange of knowledge between the bloggers
involved. Our hypothesis is that the likelihood of the latter is larger when the overlap of
conceptualisations between the bloggers is present in the terms used in the linked post.
This hypothesis is an intuitive operationalisation of the assumption that using terms fre-
quently and knowing what they mean are closely related.

We have implemented the idea of detecting knowledge flows in a tool called Blog-
Trace. With the implementation of the analysis of knowledge flows it becomes possible
to retrieve pairs of linked documents that are about a similar topic.

The paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 provides a theoretical background for the
idea of knowledge flows. Sect. 3 describes our approach to automatically extract con-
ceptualisations from text documents and relates it to formal concept analysis. Sect. 4
presents the RDF/OWL based architecture to represent weblog data and, finally, Sect. 5
discusses the results of applying the knowledge flow idea based on the tools and methods
described in the previous sections.

2 Communicating Knowledge, Action and Context

Basically, a knowledge flow is a specific type of information flow. From communica-
tion science [9], [5] we can borrow the sender-message-receiver model to describe these
flows. The sender and receiver are points in a communication network, which exchange
messages. Who the sender and who receiver is, depends on who takes the initiative. The
sender-message-receiver model can be rephrased by the following three questions:

– Who says
– What
– To whom



In its most simple form detecting and analysing knowledge flows entails identifying
the “Who” and “Whom” and the nature of the “What”.

For knowledge flows in weblogs, the easy part is the “who” part. By definition it is
the person who is the author of the weblog.

We can define our way out of the “to whom part”. Many people can read a blog and
be influenced by it without ever leaving a trace. However, as we will define a knowledge
flow by visible actions in the form of links, quotes and comments only, we can (cheaply)
define the reader as the person who writes these.

The tricky part is the “What”. If we strictly adhere to Shannon’s original sender-
channel-receiver model that originated in designing error correcting communication
channels there is no real problem. Unfortunately this model assumes that there is very
little context that the sender and receiver have to share and agree upon. In the original
model it is restricted to some alphabet and an encryption method. However, for human
communication many “messages” can be understood only if the implicit or explicit con-
text is taken into account. This context can be the author’s physical, cultural or economi-
cal environment, but more mundanely previous anecdotes, people the author is in contact
with or the web pages read. Thus determining which context the message is addressing is
an important part of determining what the content of the message is. Fortunately it turns
out that the public blog medium forces people to be more explicit about their context and
the technical infrastructure makes this comparatively easy by the use of links and copy
paste.

However, this still does not answer the question how we can distinguish between
a “mere” information flow and a knowledge flow. Obviously this depends on what we
mean with “knowledge” and how we can distinguish it from “information”, which could
throw us back to epistemological questions about the definition of knowledge. To short-
circuit this discussion, we will simply adopt the following definition, which seems to be
supported by the majority of the literature:

Knowledge is a capacity to act([7], p. 37)

This definition implies that the content of the “What” will determine whether it is a
knowledge flow or not, but also what (if anything) “Whom” is doing with the message.
The one visible action that we can determine is what a reader puts in his or her blog.
Thus we have defined a knowledge flow in terms of messages that refer to each other in
terms of links or quotations and comments. At a closer inspection this only pragmatically
solves the definition problem. The difference betwee information and knowledge still
lingers.

Analysing knowledge flows in weblogs should serve some purpose. The information
extracted from the data should be of help for answering questions. An area that could
benefit from analysing knowledge flows in weblogs is knowledge management. Knowl-
edge management is concerned with the knowledge household of a company, informa-
tion must be about the knowledge household: its state, its development, its effectiveness
and so forth, but also the external environment of an organisation. As this list can be ex-
tended, we have to choose a limited number of relevant areas in which knowledge flow
information can be of value:

– Monitoring thefrequencyandintensityof crucial flows between people in and out-
side the organisation (the “Who” and “Whom”).



– Evaluating the content of the crucial flows between organisational entities to detect
bottlenecksand emergingproblems/topics(the “What”).

– Monitoring the development offlows over timeto keep track of developments in the
knowledge household.

These general problems can be made more specific as queries to be directed at a set of
weblogs. The analysis software should be tested against these queries. This will be taken
up in Sect. 5.

3 Extracting Conceptualisations from Text

In order to determine what the content of the information or knowledge that flows be-
tween the sender and receiver of the messages is we need to understand how the symbolic
information in messages relates to the real world, to which we have limited access. Thus
we think of the content of the messages as a representation of the real, or at least message
external, world,a conceptualisation. The flow of knowledge is then the way the concep-
tualisation of the message sender is serialised in the conceptualisation in the message
and the way the conceptualisation of the receiver is build up from the conceptualisation
in the message.

Over the last decades there has been a significant amount of research into capturing
conceptualisations with an emphasis on using formal and machine inspectable represen-
tations. Under the flag of ontologies ([6]) and the semantic web, it has captured a wider
audience and led to knowledge representation languages such as RDFS and OWL. The
approach aims to formalise structures that are believed to exist in some abstract sense in
the real world, thereby making classification and inferencing possible.

In view of the above our aim is not to discover or formalise relations between con-
cepts but to discover how bloggers (or other writers) describe “the world” without anya
priori claim on the validity of those descriptions. The approach settles on finding patterns
in the traces bloggers leave through their use of terms and linkage, and doing relatively
crude statistical analysis of correlations. We assume that those correlations are a result
of bloggers using an underlying conceptualisation. Wedo notassume that this concep-
tualisation is a faithful representation of the world, that it is shared between bloggers, or
that the correlations are the underlying conceptualisation themselves.

If we accept that web presence is part of the “real world” we have at our disposal
links and the use of orthographical equivalences of terms. In summary, the approach is
as follows:

1. Identify terms and links that potentially point to concepts. Here we make a dis-
tinction between terms that point to names of people and terms that represent the subject
matter of the text. See also Sect. 3.1.

2. Once the concepts have been identified, we need to establish whether they are
semantically related, at least according to a blogger. For this we rely on the assumption
that there is some sort of semantic relation between terms if these terms are often used
together in the same post. As an operationalisation of the strength of the relation we use
a statistical measure for the “risk” (co-occurrence) of using one term given that blogger
is using another term in the same post. See Sect. 3.2.

3. The output of the above is a two dimensional table of co-occurrences for us-
ing terms in combination. A typical weblog contains thousands of terms, so the table



contains millions of entries. We then select the high co-occurrences combinations and
graphically represent the resulting clusters of terms for the end-user. Preliminary expe-
rience shows that visual inspection and human experience often suggest an underlying
semantic relation between terms. See Sect. 3.3 for the methodology and Sect. 5 for ex-
amples.

3.1 Term and Name Extraction

This section briefly describes how we extract terms and names from weblog posts. A
more detailed account can be found in [1]. The main challenges with respect to language
technology are the identification of meaningful terms, the extraction of the names of
people, and expanding abbreviations to their long form.

We define a meaningful term to be a (possibly compound) term that refers to a sin-
gle concept irrespective of the specific textual rendering. The (semantic) term class of
a meaningful term is defined as the set (equivalence class) of all terms referring to the
same concept and is denoted with square brackets around the term. The first task is there-
fore to find meaningful terms and the second problem is to collect the terms that belong
to the same term class. Often a meaningful term corresponds linguistically to a sequence
of nouns. Because of the definition of a term class, the meaningful terms KM and knowl-
edge management are both members of the same term class [knowledge management]
as they refer to the same concept (provided of course that KM is an abbreviation for
knowledge management in a given weblog). Similarly, inflected forms (e.g. plurals, past
tense), misspellings, alternate spellings and user provided synonyms are also treated as
members of a term class. The analysis of a weblog proceeds as follows:

1. Identify potential terms. The algorithm scans over the posts and collects all se-
quences of words separated by stop words. For example, the sentence: “This is knowl-
edge management research ...,” results in the following potential meaningful terms being
recorded:knowledge, management, research, knowledge management, management re-
searchand knowledge management research. These terms are then normalised using
the CELEX dictionary [2], for examplesupporting informal learningbecomes [support
informal learn].

2. Expand abbreviations. The second step in processing a weblog is expanding the
short forms of abbreviations to their corresponding long form. Because of the noisy
nature of weblogs traditional abbreviation finding algorithms that rely on the short and
long forms appearing next to each other do not work. The algorithm we use is based on
the idea that the long form must be a meaningful term and that both the long and the
short forms appear relatively frequent. A stop list of very common abbreviations (e.g.
PC, CD, OS, etc.) is used to prevent accidental expansions.

3. Delete implied and low frequency terms. The next step is to delete all terms that
are implied by longer terms. For example, if all occurrences ofmanagement researchare
part of knowledge management researchthen the former is redundant and can thus be
ignored. A term has to appear at least four times in a given weblog to be considered for
analysis.

4. Names of people are recognised using a gazetteer of first names based on the one
in GATE4 to which we added all names of players from the list published by international

4 http://gate.ac.uk



chess federation to get a better world-wide coverage of names and a gazetteer with per-
son name prepositions such asde (Robert de Hoog) andbin (Osama bin Laden). The
algorithm also disambiguates names if only the first name is used, a frequent practice in
weblogs. This is partially based on names occurring in the anchor text of a link.

3.2 Co-occurrence Analysis and Concept Structures

Intuitively a term or linkB co-occurs with a term or linkA if the frequency ofA in
posts containingB is much higher than the frequency of termB in posts not containing
termA. This is not symmetric inA andB: for example in a document on management,
the termknowledgecould co-occur withmanagementif the phrase knowledge manage-
ment would be an important source of occurrences of the word knowledge, but if the
document contains many uses of the term management alone or in phrases like customer
relation management, management would not co-occur with knowledge. We quantify
co-occurrence using the following statistics.

Definition: Let n(B | A) (respectivelyn(B | ¬A)) be the number of occurrences of
the termB in posts that contain the termA (respectively do not contain the termA), and
likewise letn(∗ | A) (respectivelyn(∗ | ¬A)) be the total number of terms in the posts
that contain the termA (respectively do not contain the termA). Then theco-occurrence
degreec(B | A) is defined as

c(B | A) =
n(B | A)/n(∗ | A)

n(B | ¬A)/n(∗ | ¬A)
, 0 ≤ c(B | A) ≤ ∞

We say thatB co-occurs withA to at least degreek if c(B | A) ≥ k. Note that
c(B | A) = 1 if B is as frequent in posts containing as it is in posts not containingA,
i.e. that termB andA seem to be unrelated.

The co-occurrence matrices can be thought of as a statistical version of of the for-
mal concept lattice [4] defined by the “occurs in” relation between terms as intent
and posts as extend. Given a stream of random posts{P1, P2, . . .} = {Pi}i∈I , con-
sider the substreams of posts (or paragraphs){Pa, Pb, Pc . . .} = {Pi}i∈IA

containing
A respectively{Px, Py, Pz, . . .} = {Pi}i∈IB

containingB. If we now consider the
formal conceptsCA = 〈A | Pii∈IA

〉 and CB = 〈B | Pii∈IB
〉, the co-occurrence

c(B | A) is the comparence factor of the rate in whichB occurs in a the subconcept
CAB = 〈AB | Pii∈IA∩IB

〉 versus the rate in whichB does not occur in the subconcept
CAB. In the limiting casec(B|A) = ∞, CB does statistically not exist as a separate
formal concept: only as the subconceptCAB does. In the limiting casec(B | A) = 0
there is no subconceptCAB but only the bottom subconcept〈AB . . . | ∅〉.

The previous discussion addresses only the top layer

〈∅ | {Pi}i∈I〉
/ \

〈A | {Pi}i∈IA
〉 〈B | {Pi}i∈IB

〉
\ /

〈AB | {Pi}i∈IA∩IB
〉

of the formal concept lattice. Although we have not pursued this, we can strengthen
the interpretation of the co-occurrence matrix as a statistical version of a concept lattice



as follows. Definen(B1B2 . . . | A1A2 . . .) as the number of occurences of thecollection
of termsB1, B2, . . . in posts containing the collection of termsA1, A2, . . . and define the
co-occurrence degreesc(B1B2 . . . | A1A2 . . .) similarly as above. Againc(B1B2 . . . |
A1A2 . . .) = ∞ means that there is no separate concept〈B1B2 . . . | . . .〉 but only a
formal subconcept〈B1B2 . . . A1A2 . . . | . . .〉 of the concept〈A1A2 . . . | . . .〉.

3.3 Detecting Knowledge Flows

A potential knowledge flow occurs when, in a weblog post, one blogger includes a hyper-
link to a weblog post of another blogger. We hypothesize that the intensity of a knowl-
edge flow between two linked posts depends on the terms used in these posts and the
conceptualisations of both bloggers as determined by the co-occurrence algorithm de-
scribed in the previous section.

The operationalisation for the knowledge flow intensity is based on the idea of com-
paring the co-occurrence degreec(B | A) of the terms appearing in the linked posts. To
bootstrap the process we assume that the knowledge flow search process is initiated with
a cue termA.

Cue term. The cue termA must appear in both posts.
Shared terms.We define a shared term to be a termB that occurs in both posts and

for which both bloggers have a co-occurrence degreek such thatc(B | A) ≥ k. The
informal interpretation of a shared term is that both bloggers associate it with the cue
term on the basis of the entire blog.

Agreed terms.A term B that occurs in both posts and for which one blogger has a
co-occurrence degreek such thatc(B | A) ≥ k.

Private terms. A term B that occurs in precisely one of the posts and for which
c(B | A) ≥ k holds for the blogger of the post.

Experimental results are given in Sect. 5.

4 Data Acquisition and Representation

Although data on which algorithms described in the previous section could be applied
is widely available. Most data is not in a format suitable for processing. This section
describes the main functions of BlogTrace. BlogTrace is a software environment that
defines ontologies to represent links between documents, documents themselves and
linguistic information that can be used by the co-occurrence and knowledge flow algo-
rithms.

A lot of understanding of weblogs comes from bloggers themselves often with gen-
eralisations based on personal experiences, observed blogging practices or an analysis
of unrepresentative samples. However, for a researcher looking at the blogging phe-
nomenon it is especially important to understand if it is representative for weblogs as a
whole, for a specific blogging subculture or just for an individual blogger. This points to
a need for a software environment that accomodates blog research. BlogTrace is such an
environment.

We will briefly describe the architecture of BlogTrace as far as it is relevant for this
paper (see Fig. 1). The most critical aspect is turning the HTML pages that represent a
weblog into a more suitable representation through spidering and mining. This process
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Fig. 1.Overall architecture of BlogTrace

consists of extracting metadata (name of the blogger, title of the blog), identifying the
parts of the HTML that are posts and turning the post attributes (title, permalink URL,
date and body) into metadata. Although weblogs are generated by software, there is a
hugh variety in the layouts used. Our approach to the spidering and mining problem is to
run induction algorithms on the HTML pages. These algorithms generate patterns (for
example based on attributes in HTML elements and/or the position in the DOM-tree). A
calibration algorithm then tries to find a stable set of patterns that fit the natural order of
post attributes.

The output of the blog spider is represented as RDF using the semantic web library
described in [8]. One file contains all metadata about the blog itself, all permalinks and
all hyperlinks inside the posts. This data can be used to perform linkage and community
type research at the blog level (e.g. [3]). The second file contains the full texts of the
posts in RSS 1.0. This data can be used for analysis at the post level. The third file
contains linguistic data abstracted at both the blog and post levels (terms, term frequency
and in which posts these terms are used), see Sect. 3.1. The linguistic data supports the
identification of conceptual structures, both for individual bloggers and for a community
of bloggers and is fundamental for the knowledge flow analysis in this paper.

Although BlogTrace currently only works for weblogs, the spider looks for features
only blogs have, there are no restrictions to apply it to other types of documents that
have the same structure: text interspersed with links.

The metadata about a weblog is represented using classdocs:Weblog , most prop-
erties refer to the Dublin Core5 and FOAF6 ontologies:

5 http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
6 http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/



<docs:Weblog rdf:about="http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/"
dc:creator="Anjo Anjewierden"
dc:description="The source code is the ultimate documentation"
dc:title="Anjo Anjewierden"
rdfs:label="http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/"
foaf:nick="Anjo Anjewierden">
<docs:hasRssFeed rdf:resource="http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/rss.xml"/>

</docs:Weblog>

A hyperlink (HTML: <a href="..." ) is represented using classlink:SimpleLink
from a link ontology. Thelink:sourceDocument is the document in which the hy-
perlink was found andlink:targetDocument is the document to which the hyper-
link points.

<link:SimpleLink
link:anchorText="city metaphor to explain blogging">

<link:sourceDocument
rdf:resource="http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/2004/06/city_metaphor_f.html"/>

<link:targetDocument
rdf:resource="http://blog.mathemagenic.com/2004/06/07.html"/>

</link:SimpleLink>

Posts are represented usingrss:item from the RSS 1.07 ontology. Thelink:SimpleLink
above was extracted from the post represented as RSS below.

<rss:item rdf:about="http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/2004/06/city_metaphor_f.html">
<rss:title>City metaphor for blogging</rss:title>
<rss:link>http://anjo.blogs.com/metis/2004/06/city_metaphor_f.html</rss:link>
<dc:date>2004-06-10</dc:date>
<rss:description>

<p>Another train discussion we had was Lilia’s
<a href="http://blog.mathemagenic.com/2004/06/07.html">city metaphor
to explain blogging</a> post. [...]

</rss:description>
</rss:item>

Using the above data generated by the spider we can then exploit OWL to define
higher-level notions. For example, in order to identify a knowledge flow we require
links from weblog posts to other posts which can be defined in OWL as follows (in N3
notation):

link:WeblogPostLink rdfs:subClassOf link:SimpleLink;
rdfs:comment "A WeblogPostLink is a SimpleLink if and only if

both the source and the target documents are
weblog posts (RSS items)";

owl:intersectionOf (link:SimpleLink
[ a owl:Restriction;

owl:onProperty link:sourceDocument;
owl:someValuesFrom rss:item

]
[ a owl:Restriction;

owl:onProperty link:targetDocument;
owl:someValuesFrom rss:item

]).

7 http://purl.org/rss/1.0/



Fig. 2.Terms and conceptualisations

5 Experimental Results

The ideas and software described in the previous sections were tested on a collection of
weblogs determined in [3]. The collection consisted of 35 weblogs of people who are
loosely related through a common interest in knowledge management. As the main goal
is not to detect existing or emerging communities, limiting the test to these is in line with
the notion of scanning flows in an organisation. We describe the experimental results as
questions a knowledge manager might pose and present the answers using screendumps
from BlogTrace and the relation with earlier sections of the paper.

Question 1: What are the terms and conceptualisations bloggers use? Questions like
this are addressed by theSigmundmodule part of BlogTrace. Sigmund (Fig. 2) uses
the term extraction techniques from Sect. 3. The second browser displays the persons
referred to in a blog and the fourth browser the terms extracted and their frequency. At
the bottom is a network that displays the shared conceptualisations of two bloggers. The
network is derived from all term tuplesA andB for which the co-occurrence degree
c(B | A) ≥ k holds for both bloggers. Sigmund is described extensively in [1].

Question 2: Given a conceptC∗ find out which bloggers are using these concepts in
their posts and to which other bloggers they have links concerningC∗. The analysis by
BlogTrace yields the results shown in Fig. 3. The figure displays (top left to top right):



blogs, weblog posts inside a selected blog and links in a selected blog or post. The large
area at the bottom is used to display results from end-user queries.

Fig. 3.Knowledge flows as terms

The conceptC∗ in this case is the terminformation overloadentered in the search
line in the middle part of the screen. This search term can be either free keywords or
selected terms from a predefined vocabulary. The selected function is searching for
Knowledge flows. The lower part of the window shows in a tabular form all the pairs
of posts that are linked throughinformation overload. The first part of the table shows
the source and the target post and the weblogs to which they belong. TheShared terms
(see Sect. 3.3 for the definition) are the terms both bloggers associate withinformation
overload. TheAgreed termsare terms the linked bloggers in these posts associate with
information overloadbut do not belong to the shared terms. TheSource onlycategory
contains terms only the source blogger associates withinformation overload. The same
holds for theTarget only category.



Question 3: Given an answer on Question 2, what is the amount of agreement or dis-
agreement between bloggers about a concept? As was said already, initially we take the
amount of term overlap as an indicator of the agreement and disagreement in a knowl-
edge flow. Later we will try to analyse the content of the posts on specific terms that can
indicate agreement or disagreement. The answer to this question is implicit in Fig. 3, but
BlogTrace contains a convenient facility to make this more easy to see. By selecting the
Kflow sparklines function after entering a search term, the tool presents the results using
the idea of asparkline8.

Fig. 4.Knowledge flows displayed as sparklines

In Fig. 4 the search term isknowledge management, to show that the software works
for different concepts. Pairs of posts are depicted and the middle column gives a sparkline
indicating the amount of overlap by using the following colour codes:

– Shared termsShown in dark grey.
– Agreed termsShown in light grey to the left and right of the shared terms.
– Source/Target onlyTo either side of the shared/agreed terms in medium grey.

The smaller the dark and/or light grey bar the less overlap. The placement of the
medium grey area gives an indication of the terms which are used only by one of the
bloggers in their posts. By clicking on a post title both the linked posts are displayed in
the lower window, enabling a closer inspection of their content.

8 http://www.edwardtufte.com/bboard/q-and-a-fetch-msg?msgid=0001OR&topicid=1&topic=



The results described in this section show that BlogTrace can be used to analyse
weblogs to detect knowledge flows in general, but also concerning specific concepts,
between bloggers through cross-referencing in their posts. From a knowledge manage-
ment perspective these results can be used to find answers for the kind of areas of interest
mentioned in Sect. 2: monitoring the frequency and intensity of flows between people in-
and outside an organisation, evaluating the content of these flows to detect bottlenecks
(who agrees/disagrees with whom concerning what) and emerging problems and topics
(agreed and/or target/source only terms).

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated whether shared conceptualisations can be extracted
from weblogs. Weblogs can be seen as an instance of a wider class of publicly accessible
information sources which are bound to a specific individual. The notion of a knowledge
flow was introduced to identify mutual concept dependent linkages between individual
bloggers. Based on several assumptions, statistical methods and software was developed
that had to answer knowledge management relevant questions concerning the frequency,
intensity and topics of knowledge flows in a community of bloggers, which act like
members of an actual organisation. The software was tested on a set of questions and the
results show that this software provides to a large extent the answers.

During this process at least two important problems were detected at the technical
level that need a solution in the future.Quoting. Quotes are used frequently in weblog
posts. At the moment these quotes become part of the vocabulary of the quoter and thus
incorrectly influence the conceptualisations derived.Abbreviations. The current method
of processing weblogs cannot detect that in twodifferentblogs shared abbreviations are
used. As several concepts are often expressed as an abbreviation (for example PKM for
“personal knowledge management”), important concepts can be missed.

Of course, the work reported here is only the start of a process that can lead to
software that has a richer potential for analysing knowledge flows between weblogs and
other types of documents. The following issues will be taken up:

1. The software does not make extensive use of natural language analysis. This lim-
its the power of the analysis. On the other hand, full blown natural language analysis of
weblogs is not the overall goal of the research. There should be some middle ground in
which certain aspects of natural language processing can be used to improve the con-
cept detection process and also the ability to identify agreement and disagreement at a
semantically richer level than term overlap alone.

2. There are obviously other ways for individual weblogs to share conceptualisations
than through explicit linking. One such way is a kind of indirect sharing when two blog-
gers don’t link to each other but both refer to the same external link. An exhaustive list
of direct and indirect referencing tactics used by bloggers shows that these can enhance
the ability of the software to detect and analyse knowledge flows. A related issue is that
of weblog conversationsin which multiple bloggers link over time.

As a caveat one should keep in mind that the current analysis process is based on
several assumptions that can be invalidated in the future.
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